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Investment Highlights

Back River Project

is developing the high-grade 80 km
✓ Sabina
Back River Gold District in Nunavut,

Advanced, Large, High-Grade
6+ g/t Open-Pit vs. World Average of 1.2

Canada

✓ Sabina has the assets, management, vision

World-Class Mining Jurisdiction
80 Km district in Nunavut, Canada

and community support to become a
leading gold producer

✓ The company aims to create shareholder
✓

value by being a global industry leader
committed to the highest operating
standards
With major permits received, and social
license intact, Sabina is well-funded and
shovel-ready

Critical Components De-Risked
Logistics & Supply Chain to Site in Place
Robust Economics at $1,150/oz Gold
Significant Leverage to Rising Prices

$

Healthy Balance Sheet
~C$75M in Cash on Hand (July ‘20)

5+ Moz Gold Development Projects Globally
Total Resource Gold Grade (g/t)
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www.sabinagoldsilver.com
info@sabinagoldsilver.com
+1 (604) 998-4175
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Volta Grande
(Belo Sun)

➢

First mine incorporates only 2.3 Moz of the 7.3 Moz
identified in the belt to date (8km of the 80km belt)
Production of ~200kozpa for 12 years, with
demonstrated expansion potential
Continuing to make new discoveries

Springpole
(First Mining)

➢

Coffee
(Newmont
Goldcorp)

6.27

Exploration, Mine Development,
Operations & Capital Markets Experience
July 2020
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A scarcity of de-risked gold projects makes Sabina one of the few
district-scale near-term production opportunities ripe for acquisition
NovaGold
23MMoz at
2.1g/t

Gold equivalent resource (Moz) - M&I+I
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Median target
resource grade
since 2013 = 1.9 g/t
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Back River has the potential to be a multigenerational 300kozpa producer
A coveted project in the current market where
replenishing reserves and resources has been a
priority for senior and mid-tier producers
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Market Capitalization

~293 million

Shares Out. (Diluted)

~307 million

Cash (July 2020)

~C$75 million

Debt
52W Trading Range
Recent Price

Team
Representatives:
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Source: RBC Capital Markets (June 2020)

Broad Analyst Coverage
Consensus Target Price: C$3.00/share

~C$500 million

Shares Outstanding
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Gold equivalent grade (g/t) - M&I+I

Market Data & Structure

BSR

SIL

HIGH

0

PGM

None
C$1.00 ‐$2.28 / share
~C$1.90 / share

Bruce McLeod
President & CEO

Nicole Hoeller
VP Comm. & Corp. Sec.

Subscribe for info here or email
info@sabinagoldsilver.com

Disclaimer: This document contains forward-looking information within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. The forward-looking information contained in this document is not historical information but reflects the current expectations regarding
future results or events. Forward-looking statements include but are not limited to,statements regarding sales growth, anticipated timelines for certain events to occur and any other statements which are not historical facts.When used in this document, the words suchas
“aim”,“anticipate”,“could”,“estimate”,“expect”,“intend”, “may”, “potential”,“should” and similar expressions are forward-looking statements. The forward-looking information is subject to a number of risks,uncertainties and other factors that could influence actual results
or events and cause them to differ materially from these forward-looking statements and current expectations, including changing consumer preferences, management’s ability to attract and retain qualified staff and management’s ability to effectively carry out its
strategy. Although wehave attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. The
forward-looking information contained in this document constitutes our current estimate, as of the date of this document, with respect to the matters covered hereby. No party should assume that any forward-looking information contained in this document represents
our estimate as of any date other than the date of this document and are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such information due to the inherent uncertainty therein. We do not undertake to update any forward-looking information. For the reasons set forth
above, undue relianceshouldnot be placed on forward-looking information.
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